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BREEDING – NEW TECHNIQUES
AND APPLICATIONS
THE NEW APPROACH OF PRIMARY FOOD PRODUCTION AND
DISTRIBUTION
FOOD 2030: NUTRITION, CLIMATE

Since the domestication of animals and plants in the Neolithic era, the
human race has put efforts to breed new varieties of animals and plants.
This can be achieved by traditional selective breeding or by new genome
techniques such as genetic modification, or by modern New Breeding
Techniques, which allow a faster breeding process.
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
New varieties of animals and plants: Traditional selective breeding is the process by which humans select
specific parent animal or plant individuals to improve particular beneficial characteristics (phenotypes). By
improving generations of those specific traits, humanity has achieved the existing species of today. This is a
never-ending process, which provides new spec.
New genetic methodologies and new applications: The artificial engineering of the genome of organisms,
traditionally known as Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs), allows the creation of new species by
introducing external genome sequences into known species, replacing, or cutting out sequences, thus leading
to positive specific characteristics. Modern New Breeding Techniques (some known as CRISPR-Cas Technology)
are not leading to what is considered as GMOs and allow to introduce genetic material already existing in the
same plant species, allowing a faster selective breeding as it would be considered traditionally.
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EXPECTED IMPACT
Breeding techniques of animals and plants allow to have species with new characteristics which are beneficial
for humans. In the case of plants, plants with increased drought resistance, “less water” resistance, higher
resilient varieties, pest resistant or less fertilisers’ dependency plants can be bred faster and more efficient.
Some further examples are varieties with increased photosynthesis or plant seeds or leaves with a modified
coating to provide higher resistance to dryer climates. In the case of animals, faster production rates can be
obtained in certain species. Overall, it allows to tackle great challenges such as Climate Change and food and
nutrition security, or less use of pesticides in plants and antibiotics in animals.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
o
o
o
o
o

Investments and technology are ready for multiple applications.
Traditional selective breeding is very time consuming, new genetic methodologies allow for faster and a
more reliable process.
The efficiency and resilience of new plant and animal breeds have to compensate for the possible costs of
development and market insertion.
There is controversy at the scientific community related to the environmental impact of new breeding
techniques, mainly regarding the area of biodiversity and insects displacement.
Legislation and consumer acceptance might be a barrier for many of the GMO and NPBT applications,
affecting labelling issues and detection methods.

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
Acquaah G. (2015). Conventional plant breeding principles and techniques. In “Advances in plant breeding strategies: Breeding,
Biotechnology and Molecular Tools. Springer.
Araki M. & Ishii T. (2015). Towards social acceptance of plant breeding by genome editing. Cell Press 20:145-149.
Borlaug N.E. (2000) Ending World Hunger. The Promise of Biotechnology and the Threat of Antiscience Zealotry. Plant physiology 124(2),
487-490.
Singh V., Braddick D. & Dhar P.K. (2017). Exploring the potential of genome editing CRISPR-Cas9 technology. Gene 599:1-18.
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SMART FARMING
THE NEW APPROACH OF PRIMARY FOOD PRODUCTION AND
DISTRIBUTION
FOOD 2030: CLIMATE, CIRCULARITY

Modern technology allows the possibility to increase the quantity and
quality of animal and plant production. Smart farming includes a variety of
digital tools based on data collection with the aim of producing more
efficiently in combination with an improvement in environmental
sustainability. Some of those tools are based in sensors, robots, advanced
machinery, internet of things, data modelling or artificial intelligence.
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
Precision farming: The management of animal and plant production using near real-time observations and
measurements applying digital tools is considered precision farming. Examples of these tools includes sensors
to follow soil data, irrigation, foliar growth, weed development or pest management. Overall, these technologies
can improve yield output, animal performance, food safety, and reduce farm inputs as fertilizers or pesticides,
bringing higher profitability and sustainability to farms.
Use of global data: The data obtained through precision farming can be made globally available through web
platforms and forecasts. This data can come from local sensors at farm level, from mobile Apps, from drone
services or from satellite data. The data can be aimed to provide information at local level, thus giving smart
access to farmers to critical information on farming.
Applied mechatronics: The use of robots and advance mechanical tools belongs to the field of mechatronics.
Examples are advanced drones for data acquisition, autonomous tractors which use self-drive technology or
specific autonomous robots for specific jobs such as picking fruits or removing weeds.
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Artificial intelligence applied to agriculture: The intelligence brought to machines is called artificial intelligence.
Artificial intelligence allows machines to make decisions based on the acquired data, representing the highest
level of crop and animal management in smart farming.

EXPECTED IMPACT
Smart farming has the capacity of providing higher quantity and quality, ensured food safety, better traceability,
improved productivity, higher efficiency, less fraud, lower costs, improved use of chemicals and more benefits
to a new era of higher sustainability of the agricultural ecosystem.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

There is already a good availability of many of these technologies in the market, some of them showing
good technical results: Allowing higher efficiency and lower environmental footprint of the farm activity.
These technologies could bring a new motivation to attract an especilised workforce, helping to interest a
young generation to the agriculture.
Changes in the farmlands requires risk management. To achieve success, further support is needed to boost
the economic and knowledge transfer factors.
Often, these technologies are expensive for farmers. Loan and grant mobilization, public and private
funding, cooperative renting, and other economic resources are still a challenge.
The acquisition of skills for the use of many of these technologies requires the set-up of knowledge transfer,
learning tools for adults, vocational skills training, or living labs to make them accessible for all.
Smart Farming requires interconnection and exchange of data with all benefits and risks involved.
There is a required infrastructure to support such as satellites, data exchange platforms, GPS technologies,
etc.

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
Ivanov, S., Bhargava, K., & Donnelly, W. (2015). Precision Farming: Sensor Analytics. IEEE Intelligent Systems, 30(4), 76-80.
Negrete J.C. (2015). Mechatronics in Mexican Agriculture Current Status and Perspectives. SSRG international Journal of Agriculture and
Environmental Science, Volume 2, Issue 3, 9-14.
Wolfert S., Ge L., Verdouw C., Bogaardt M.J. (2017). Big data in Smart Farming – A review. Agricultural Systems, Volume 153, 69-80.
Huang Y., Lan Y., Thomson S. J., Fang A., Hoffmann W. C., & Lacey R. E. (2010). Development of soft computing and applications in
agricultural and biological engineering. Computers and Electronics in Agriculture, 71(2), 107–127.
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NON-CONVENTIONAL
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
THE NEW APPROACH OF PRIMARY FOOD PRODUCTION AND
DISTRIBUTION
FOOD 2030: NUTRITION, CLIMATE, CIRCULARITY

After the third agricultural revolution in the 20th century, the mass
production of agricultural goods has promoted the term of conventional
farming. Non-conventional farming refers to methodologies which uses
different approaches, from hydroponics, vertical agriculture, or urban
farming, to agroecology, permaculture, or organic production, among
others.
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
Hydroponics: It is the art of growing plants without the use of soil, using a water solution with the exact amount
of nutrients needed. This technology allows the growth of plants without depending on soil and weather
conditions.
Vertical agriculture: Also called vertical farming because it uses stacks of surfaces where plants are nurtured in
a controlled environment.
Intelligent cropping: It includes techniques that include smart management of agricultural concepts such as
smart crop rotation, reduced tillage, predator pest control or nutrient optimisation of soil.
Agroecology: By definition, agroecology applies ecological principles of environmentally sustainable agriculture.
It incorporates a scientific approach as well as a social movement into crop management.
Permaculture: It emphasises on the ecological aspects of agriculture, also a social movement and a code of
practice, many associate it with agroecology, although there are slight differences on design and
implementation.
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Organic awareness: The organic production is characterized by the use of fertilisers of organic origin, which
usually merges with techniques of crop rotation and biological pest control. Very often agroecology and organic
production are inter-related, although the legislation in Europe is very clear for the definition and considerations
of organic production all along the value chain, including processing.
Urban farming: By definition urban agriculture is considered within or near-by large urban populations. It
includes many different perceptions where hydroponics and vertical farming are also included, but generally
speaking it is perceived as an urban community movement that promotes the value of cropping in urban areas.

EXPECTED IMPACT
Although these new techniques have different methodologies and ideologies, overall they try to bring more
environmentally and socially sustainable approaches, higher quality of crops, better use of resources and land,
less intensive use of chemicals, and use of waste streams, for a higher sustainability of the agricultural
ecosystem.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
o
o
o
o

There is a social and ideological aspect to most of these agricultural practices, the market of the obtained
products addresses not only economic aspects but also social and environmental issues.
The associated costs and efficiency of these practices is generally higher than the market standards.
However, there are more consumers in Europe willing to pay the extra costs.
The legislation that applies to the production and labelling of the products obtained through these practices
can be challenging for the new farmers that want to enter the business (e.g. organic production)
There is the opportunity of developing circular business models in well-defined territorial contexts.

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
Kledal P.R., Thorarinsdottir R. (2018). Aquaponics: A commercial niche for sustainable modern aquaculture. In “Sustainable aquaculture.
Applied Environmental Science and Engineering for a Sustainable Future. Springer.
Benton Jones J. (2004). Hydroponics. A Practical Guide for the Soilless Grower. CRC Press.
Despommier D. (2011). The vertical farm: Controlled environment agriculture carried out in tall buildings would create greater food safety
and security for large urban popoulations. Journal Fur Verbraucherschutz Und Lebersmittelsicherheit, 6(2), 233-236.
Ferguson R.S., Lovell S.T. (2014). Permaculture for agroecology: Design, movement, practice, and worldview. A review. Agronomy for
Sustainable Development, 34(2), 251-274.
Krebs J., Bach S. (2018). Permaculture – Scientific evidence of principles for the agroecological design of farming systems. Sustainability,
10(9), 3218.
Reganold J.P., Wachter J.M. (2016). Organic agriculture in the twenty-first century. Nature Plants 2, 15221.
Rahmann G., Reza Ardakani M., Barberi P., Boehm H., Canali S., Chander M., … Zanoli R. (2016). Organic Agriculture 3.0 is innovation with
research. Organic Agriculture, 7(3), 169-197.
Thomaier S., Specht K., Henckel D., Dierich A., Siebert R., Freisinger U.B., Sawicka M. (2014). Farming in and on urban buildings: Present
practice and specific novelties of Zero-Acreage Farming (ZFarming). Renewable Agriculture and Food Systems 30(1), 43-54.
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FIT4FOOD2030
Towards FOOD 2030 – future-proofing the European food systems through Research & Innovation

o

REDUCTION OF IMPACT
PRODUCTION ENHANCERS
THE NEW APPROACH OF PRIMARY FOOD PRODUCTION AND
DISTRIBUTION
FOOD 2030: CLIMATE, INNOVATION

The current agricultural production with its use of fertilizers and pesticides
in plant production and antibiotics in animal production has brought
challenges through their environmental impact. New approaches are
searched to reduce that impact and improve the footprint of production.
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
New approaches to fertilizers: The nutrients of the soil are usually replenished using non-organic fertilizers. The
market for the use of bio-fertilisers is extending, but also in the use of soil microbiome, fungi, nematodes,
protozoa, and other beneficial organisms to convert unavailable plant nutrients to an available form for plant
uptake.
New approaches to pesticides: The efficiency of crop yield is greatly diminished by the effect of parasites,
insects, weeds, and other natural organisms. Chemical pesticides are commonly used, but many are considered
hazardous for the environment or humans if used in large quantities. New solutions lead to pesticides that have
lesser effects against the environment, the biodiversity and human health.
New approaches to animal antibiotics: Livestock farmers use antibiotics to keep animals safe from bacterial
infections. However, the excessive use of antibiotics can create antibiotic-resistant bacteria which could be
worst for animals and humans. Novel research approaches seek alternatives and new ways to reduce antibiotic
use while maintaining animal health.
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EXPECTED IMPACT
Overall, this approach intends to reduce the environmental impact of agricultural production by using smart
alternatives to the current production model with intensive use of chemicals. The expected impact should be a
better footprint of production, better use of natural resources, and less environmental damage in the rural
areas.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
o
o
o
o

There is a new increasing market of products produced under these practices. Consumers start increasingly
willing to pay more if there are indications of less environmental footprint.
The solutions provided have to proof equal or near equal efficiency as the standard solutions to be viable,
this is a challenge as usually there are trade-offs in the different provided solutions.
The process of approval of many of these “new” solutions might take time, which makes the launch of
products to the market difficult for new innovators and entrepreneurs.
The use of smart technologies can be also used to minimise the inputs of production enhancers.

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
Duru M., Therond O., Martin G., Martin-Clouaire R., Magne M.A., Justes E… Sarthour J.P. (2015). How to implement biodiversity-based
agriculture to enhance ecosystem services: A review. Agronomy for sustainable development, 35(4), 1259-1281.
Timilsena Y.P., Adhikari R., Casey P., Muster T., Gill H., Adhikari B. (2014). Enhanced efficiency fertilisers: A review of formulation and nutrient
release patterns. Journal of the Science of Food and Agriculture 95(6), 1131-1142.
Nicolopoulou-Stamati P., Maipas S., Kotampasi C., Stamatis P., Hens L. (2016). Chemical pesticides and human health: The Urgent neeed for
a new concept in agriculture. Frontiers in public health 4.
Franklin A.M., Aga D.S., Cytryn E., Durso L.M., McLain J.E., Pruden A., Roberts C.R., Rothrock M.J., Snow D.D., Watson J.E., Dungan R.S. (2016).
Antibiotics in agroecosystems: Introduction to the special section. Journal of Environmental Quality 45(2), 377.
Hoelzer K., Bielke L., Blake D.P., Cox E., Cutting S.M., Devriendt B… Immerseel V. (2018). Vaccines as alternatives to antibiotics for food
producing animals. Part 2: new approaches and potential solutions. Veterinary Research 49(1).
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NEW VALUE SYSTEMS
THE NEW APPROACH OF PRIMARY FOOD PRODUCTION AND
DISTRIBUTION
FOOD 2030: CLIMATE, CIRCULARITY, INNOVATION

Social, environmental, and economic sustainability is being gradually
integrated in the agri-food value chain with the view to implementing
sustainable business models that are able to address end users’ concerns
about the food purchased and consumed.
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
Business models for the primary sector are increasingly seeking to create positive value for a wider group of
stakeholders, the environment and society, without compromising profits. Some examples are direct supply
chains, ideation of added values using principles of ecology, or new consumer approaches through joint sales or
joint distribution cooperatives.
Short food value chains are the chains where the food products are identified by and traceable to a farmer and
for which the number of intermediaries between farmer and consumer are minimal. They can be face-to-face,
when consumers buy a product directly from the producer/processor (e.g. on farm sales, farmer markets); sales
in proximity, when products are produced and retailed in the region of production (e.g. food cooperatives,
specialist retailers, food public procurement, catering, supermarkets); sales at distance, when products are
produced outside of the region of purchase (e.g. PDO, PGI, internet sales, food box schemes).
Microcredit and microfinance allow people to obtain small loans at reasonable interest rates, receive
remittances from relatives working abroad, safeguard their savings and set up small businesses. Crowdfunding
aims to pool rather small amounts of capital from a large number of people resources, primarily through
fundraising platforms, and has grown in importance as a financing tool.
Social innovation is the ensemble of practices that allow agri-food businesses to collect ideas from an external
environment able to trigger innovation processes and increase their competitiveness, while meeting social
needs. For example, the share of agri-food cooperatives in the EU is rising, as they increasingly offer employment
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opportunities and hold substantial market share in industries. Platforms for surplus food recovery and
redistribution are spreading in EU countries as well.

EXPECTED IMPACT
New policies and management of the agricultural system can lead towards a new food revolution on the supply
chain and use of resources for a more sustainable trade from the first producer to the final consumer. This will
account for the margins gained on the process by middle-men and a more balanced equity on the costs of
production. Such new business models have the capacity to re-socialise or re-spacialise food, thus allowing
consumers to make value-judgments about foods. They affect food systems by generating greater employment
opportunities, increasing retention of money within the local economy, increasing access to healthy, nutritious,
and safe food, and encouraging farmers to adopt more ecologically sound production systems.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
o
o
o
o

Crowdfunding and crowdsourcing provide opportunities for individual investors and consumers to become
more directly involved in earlier stages of the food production cycle.
Short value chains allow for a different consumer engagement where food has added values besides quality
and price, such as environmental footprint, regionality or cultural heritage.
Challenges arise in the current framework for food safety and quality regulations. Often the models
followed by the new value systems have difficulties for this adaptation.
The current distribution system where big retail supermarkets holds most of the market, puts pressure in
the gross margins and the final prices that can be achieved. Waving away many potential consumers.

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
Bocken NMP, Rana P, Short SW (2015). Value mapping for sustainable business thinking. Journal of industrial and production engineering,
32(1), 67-81.
Cillo V, Rialti R, Bertoldi B, Ciampi F (2019), Knowledge management and open innovation in agri-food crowdfunding. British Food Journal,
Volume 121, No 2, 242-258.
Stevenson GW, Clancy K, King R, Lev L, Ostrom M, Smith S (2011). Midscale Food Value Chains: An introduction. Journal of Agriculture, Food
Systems, and Community Development, Volume 1, Issue 4.
Bruton G, Khavul S, Siegel D, Wright M (2014). New financial alternatives in seeding entrepreneurship: Microfinance, crowdfunding, and
peer-to-peer innovations. Entrepreneurship theory and practice 39(1), 9-26.
Short JC, Ketchen DJ, McKenny AF, Allison TH, Ireland RD (2017). Research on Crowdfunding: Reviewing the (very recent) past and celebrating
the present. Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice 41(2), 149-160.
Gibson-Graham JK, Roelvink G (2008). Social Innovation for Community Economies. Social Innovation and territorial development, Chapter
2, Ashgate.
SAPEA, Science Advice for Policy by European Academies. (2020). A sustainable food system for the European Union. Berlin: SAPEA.
https://doi.org/10.26356/sustainablefood.
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NEW AQUACULTURE
THE NEW APPROACH OF PRIMARY FOOD PRODUCTION AND
DISTRIBUTION
FOOD 2030: CLIMATE, CIRCULARITY

Aquaculture is one of the fastest growing food sectors, and innovative
systems have been developed to increase its productivity of fish and
crustaceans while reducing the environmental impacts by combining
different methodologies. It is a booming sector where technological
(breeding systems, vaccines, feeds) and non-technological (market
standards, regulatory frameworks, organizational structures) innovation
has raised, although still challenges remain for the full exploitation of its
capacity.
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
Recirculating aquaculture systems (RAS): This type of advanced fish farms allows an enclosed inland system
that recirculates water, reducing the quantity of clean water needed. The main challenge is the elimination of
ammonia, that can be performed through biofiltration, although other solutions exist using “aquaponics” –
using natural resources in the trophic chain such as algae.
New feeds: Aquaculture feed production requires fish meal and oil, and products from agriculture as
ingredients, and utilises large amounts of land, water, and energy. New alternative feeds include meals and
oils from plants (e.g. soybean, canola, barley, rice, peas, lupine), fish processing waste, yeast, animal byproducts, insect proteins, and seaweed are being explored to substitute traditional ones.
Enclosed culture production: This type of systems called cage or pen cultures, enclose the fish, crustacean or
mollusks in a wild environment under an enclosed perimeter. This innovation has been long implemented, but
the resolution of its challenges can provide higher productivity and better environmental impact.
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Integrated multi-trophic aquaculture (IMTA): From the principle of including organisms from different trophic
levels of an ecosystem (e.g. fish, shellfish, algae), so that the byproducts of one become the inputs of another.
It tries to bring the principles of a circular economy into the blue footprint.

EXPECTED IMPACT
There is potential for a better exploitation of the seafood resources, from the feeding system to food safety and
authenticity. Innovative aquaculture systems such as a closed one, RAS and IMTA increases the efficiency of the
production cycle, utilizes waste water more efficiently and reduce the amount of required fish feed.
The development of new feeds that are commercially viable as substitutes for fish meal and oil will enable
widespread alternative feeding practices that are successful in reducing dependence on marine fish resources,
protecting biodiversity, maximizing efficiency, and minimizing waste.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
o
o
o
o

The costs for the implementation of advanced aquaculture systems are often high and entail massive
energy consumption as well as dependency on complex technology.
Wastewater fishponds might play an important role in the future for the recycling of organic wastes.
The use of insect proteins in aqua feed paves the way to new feed markets for insect producers, feed
manufacturers and seafood farmers.
There are technical and social challenges still to overcome that requires research: From the spread of
diseases, the impact on environment or the productivity rates; to the consumer acceptance, lack of
specialised workforce or heterogenicity in the current regulations in different countries.

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
Badiola M, Mendiola D & Bostock J (2012) Recirculating Aquaculture Systems (RAS) analysis: main issues on management and future
challenges, Aquacultural Engineering, 51, 26-35.
EATIP, European Aquaculture Technology and Innovation Platform (2017). A Review of the Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda
Joffre OM, Klerkx L, Dickson M, Verdegem M (2017). How is innovation in aquaculture conceptualized and managed? A systematic literature
review and reflection framework to inform analysis and action. Aquaculture, 470, 129-148.
JPI Oceans (2015). Strategic Research and Innovation agenda (2015-2020). http://jpi-oceans.eu/news-events/news/jpi-oceans-sria-nowavailable
Tacon AGJ, Metian M (2015). Feed matters: Satisfying the feed demand of aquaculture. Reviews in Fisheries Science and Aquaculture, 23(1),
1-10.
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THE EMPOWERED CONSUMER
AN ENGAGED AND HEALTHY CONSUMER
FOOD 2030: NUTRITION, INNOVATION

Consumer engagement extends the role of consumers beyond passive
purchasers of what supply chains provide, to active and self-organizing
players who shape the food system and develop solutions based on their
values and preferences.
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
Informed consumers and food labelling: The basis for all consumer engagement is information. Mere prices do
not reveal information on supply chains, food processing, transport, ethical issues etc. concerning food. Food
labelling (smart, standardized, integrated related to healthy, ethical, and socially fair food) can be a crucial
vehicle, in order to document and render visible the social and environmental costs of consumers’ daily food
choices. Without coherent food labelling, it is impossible for consumers to decide if e.g. a tomato grown locally
in a Western European country but in a glass house with heating and/or cooling is more environmentally friendly
than one transported from a southern country farther away.
Active citizenship and education. Food-related education should on the one hand start at an early age to be
able to impact on habits and act as a driver of healthy eating.; On the other hand, life-long education and
engagement are equally crucial. Food contexts change over people’s lifetimes, and novel scientific insights and
debates must have a way to reach consumers in order to have an impact on their food choices. However, the
form food-related education should take is under scrutiny. At the moment, food-related education is shaped by
the senders/tutors, and information gets lost in the process of transmission because recipients’ requirements
and needs are not met. FIT4FOOD2030 experimented with developing training based on what recipient
communities’ own needs for the transformation of their local food system. Moreover, schools increasingly take
an active role - as exemplified by the City Lab Athens hosted at the Ellinogermaniki Agogi which is pursuing a
model of an open school where food project-based learning unites students, parents and the local community and there are other spaces, agents and roles whose educational potential is still underexplored. Furthermore,
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there is a chasm between knowing and doing; a richer understanding of the factors being people’s food choices
can complement educational initiatives and help them facilitate more sustainable and healthier diets.
Co-creation and Living Labs: The concept of Living Lab refers both to an organization and a space where open
and collaborative innovation can happen in a real-life context and through a process of co-creation that includes
a diversity of actors. The experience of FIT4FOOD2030’s Labs at the local and national level has shown that such
intermediary structures can be, if designed with care, an appropriate tool for engaging final consumers, public
authorities, industry and NGOs in value co-creation. Through living labs and other forms of participation, citizens
can contribute to shape “their” food system jointly with system stakeholders.

EXPECTED IMPACT
From the perspective of a supply-driven food system, engaged consumers are just one form of input for R&I
activities. However, from a societal perspective, empowerment plus engagement of consumers should
contribute to a food system that is shaped according to the values and preferences of society. A
[consumer]value-based food system focusses both on economic and non-economic long-term shared values,
like equality and social fairness across the food system, environmental sustainability, clear standards, animal
rights etc.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
o

o
o

Market access of novel solutions plays an important role, as market access drives demand. If active
consumption means that each and every consumer has to stand up and dedicate extra time in pursuing (at
first) special food choices, active consumption will be left with a minority. The empowerment of consumers
and market access to novel products often goes hand in hand with disempowerment of established other
actors.
Consumer choices are characterized by trade-offs and tensions between price and other aspects of food
such as impact on health and sustainability.
Transparency from farm to fork, but consumers should not bear all the responsibility of following, from farm
to fork, all the information that is made available in a fully transparent system.

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
Almirall, E., & Wareham, J. (2008). Living labs and open innovation: Roles and applicability. eJOV: The Electronic Journal for Virtual
Organization & Networks, 10. Gasco M (2017). Living Labs: Implementing open innovation in the public sector. Government Information
Quarterly, 34(1), 90-98.
Leminen S (2015). Living Labs as Open Innovation Networks. Aalto Univerisity publication series Doctoral Dissertations 132/2015.
Hofacker CF, Malthouse EC, Sultan F (2016). Big data and consumer behaviour: Imminent opportunities. Journal of Consumer Marketing,
33(2), 89-97.
Chen CH, Shen-Jhih H (2018). Functions of the EU traceability regulations in the food safety system – From risk management to informed
consumer choice. EurAmerica, 46(4), 457.
Jimenez-Zarco AI, Martinez-Ruiz M, Izquierdo-Yusta A (2015). Personally Engaged with Retail Clients: Marketing 3.0 in Response to New
Consumer Profiles. Marketing and Consumer Behavior: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications.
Jaakkola E, Alexander M (2014). The role of costumer engagement behavior in value co-creation. Journal of Service Research, 17(3), 247261.
Frow P, Nenonen S, Payne A, Storbacka K (2015). Managing Co-creation design: A strategic approach to innovation. British Journal of
Management, 26(3), 463-483.
Galt R, Clark S, Parr D (2016). Engaging values in sustainable agriculture and food systems education: Toward an explicitly values-based
pedagogical approach. Journal of Agriculture, Food Systems, and Community Development, 2(3), 43-54.
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CHANGE OF DIETARY HABITS
AN ENGAGED AND HEALTHY CONSUMER
FOOD 2030: NUTRITION

Poor quality diets are among the top six risk factors contributing to the
global burden of disease, mainly through malnutrition and noncommunicable diseases (NCDs). The latest is highly linked to poor diets:
low in fruits and vegetables, high in sodium, low in whole grains, nuts, and
seeds, and low in omega-3 fatty acids. Innovation in education, policy
making, ingredient research and product development, and new insights
in consumer behaviour are some of the leavers to drive this trend.
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
Awareness of healthy habits: Dietary habits have many factors which have a social and cultural background.
The country we live in, the education we receive, the house economy, the job and lifestyle we have are just
some of the factors that influence our food choices. Awareness is a first step, which requires the understanding
of consumer behaviour, but also the methodologies in education, the understanding of the transmitted social
values, or the existing trends in lifestyle. This requires knowledge and systems in place to deliver this knowledge,
adapted to the factual communication channels of citizens.
Reduction of targeted ingredients: There are targeted ingredients that are known to be consumed excessively
in unbalanced diets such as salt, sugar, and saturated fats. Others are lacking: high fibre foods, whole grains,
nuts and seeds, and some vitamins. Efforts are made to reformulate recipes in such a way that the population
can change the balance of those components keeping the taste and price of the usual consumed goods.
Reduction of targeted additives (clean label): There is an effort from the food industry to substitute and reduce
certain additives and ingredients from recipes. This is named “clean label”, which means the elimination from
the label of such components, very often identified with E-numbers in the European legislation. However, this
is usually linked with higher transparency on the components (e.g. allergens) in the communication with
consumers.
fit4food2030.eu - #FOOD2030EU
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EXPECTED IMPACT
The final goal is clear: a healthier population. This involves less non-communicable diseases, healthier growth,
and healthier ageing. However, the way we can measure this impact, or the pathways to achieve it, is not clear
and research is needed to aim with a higher accuracy the different efforts that are made worldwide.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
o
o

o
o

There is a will from most of the countries to create awareness towards the issue of unhealthy diets, starting
from the efforts of the United Nations, WHO and FAO.
There are many cofounding factors in the research of dietary habits, which requires consumer behaviour
and social behaviour knowledge to be able to understand the drivers behind negative dietary habits, often
linked to lifestyle.
Lack of awareness is often linked to strong trends such as urbanisation, globalisation or lose of culinary
habits, which disconnect the society from the sources of food and the sustainability parameters within.
The market opportunities gets diluted by the lack of homogeneous policies among countries which sets
different standards and regulatory measures in the ingredients and products to target.

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
Global Panel on Agriculture and Food Systems for Nutrition (2016) Food systems and diets: Facing the challenges of the 21st century. London,
UK.
JPI HDHL, Joint Programming Initiative a Healthy Diet for a Healthy Life (2019). Strategic Research Agenda. February 2019 (3rd edition).
file:///C:/Users/jlm/Downloads/SRA_3rd_edition_rev.pdf.
Joint Programming Initiative “A Healthy Diet for a Healthy Life”
Romagny S, Ginon E, Salles C (2017). Impact of reducing fat, salt, and sugar in commercial foods on consumer acceptability and willingness
to pay in real tasting conditions: A home experiment. Food Quality and Preference, 56, 164-172.Asioli D, Aschemann-Witzel J, Caputo V,
Vecchio R, Annunziata A, Naes T, Varela P (2017). Making sense of the “clean label” trends: A review of consumer food choice behaviour
and discussion of industry implications. Food Research International, 99, 58-71.
United Nations System Standing Committee on Nutrition (2018). Non-communicable diseases, diets, and nutrition.
https://www.unscn.org/uploads/web/news/document/NCDs-brief-EN-WEB.pdf.
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NEW

TOOLS
TO
IMPROVE
NUTRITION AND HEALTH
AN ENGAGED AND HEALTHY CONSUMER
FOOD 2030: NUTRITION

Innovative and high-performance technologies are revolutionising medical
research due to their ability to assess individual health indicators, and thus
allow the examination of multiple human and environmental conditions
simultaneously. This is proving powerful in targeting and preventing
human diseases more accurately.
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
Personalised nutrition: Personalised nutrition is based on the use of genetic, phenotypic, medical, nutritional,
and other relevant information about individuals to deliver specific and targeted advice, products, or services,
with the view to achieving a dietary behavioural change that is proved to be beneficial for health. Consumers
are increasingly more proactively involved in the design and production of the food they purchase through cocreation and innovative technologies.
Multi-Omics: Starting from genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics, a variety of omics
subdisciplines (epigenomics, lipidomics, interactomics, metallomics, diseasomics, etc.) has emerged, offering
the opportunity to understand the flow of information that underlies disease. Foodomics is a new,
comprehensive, approach to food and nutrition that intend to correlate the intrinsic characteristics of foods (for
example related to food composition, biochemical properties of active ingredients, food processing and
technologies used in food production) with the impact on human health indicators.
Nutraceuticals: Nutraceuticals refer to dietary supplements, functional food, medicinal food, and
pharmaceuticals, and have attracted considerable interest due to their potential nutritional, safety, and
therapeutic effects in improving health, preventing chronic diseases, postponing the aging process, and
generally supporting body functions and integrity.
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Functional foods: Functional foods exerts specific health benefits to the human body that extend those basically
associated to their nutritional value, thus improving overall human health status, or reducing the risk of certain
diseases. Functional products refer to several categories of foods: either conventional food naturally rich in
nutrients like vitamins, minerals, antioxidants and heart-healthy fats; food fortified with additional nutrients
(e.g. juices); food enriched with new ingredients (e.g. pre- and probiotics); or food altered by
removing/reducing/replacing particular components.
Human genome knowledge and application: Gut, oral, respiratory, and skin microbiomes play an important role
in specifically shaping the response of each single individual to diet and have the capacity to rapidly respond to
environmental factors, such as diet, lifestyle, climate among, etc.

EXPECTED IMPACT
Further knowledge of human health and the tools available to measure and to influence nutrition and healthy
eating habits. Indeed, personalisation may foster a sustained change in dietary and purchasing behaviour and is
likely to drive scientific developments beneficial for public health. The application of multi-omics technologies
through the adoption of a foodomics approach integrates multiple levels of research and models, and allows the
optimisation of human health and filling in knowledge gaps.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
o

o

o

o
o

The market for personalized nutrition is expanding, as it attracts both people suffering from a disease and
healthy people willing to monitor their health parameters, caloric intake, daily steps, etc. As the widespread
use of fitness watches and similar applications demonstrate.
Market demand for new tools is driven by consumers' concern about health risks, as well as the perception
that the pursuit of wellness and a good fitness condition is a top priority, especially for the emerging middle
class.
A foodomics approach to multi-omics technologies can help multi-background researchers and scientists
in the area of food science and nutrition to have better access to data, thus resulting in improvements in
food safety, new foods formulation, and animal nutrition, and a better understanding of the impacts of
environmental exposure.
Developing microbiome-based dietary interventions can be cost-effective measures to prevent diet-related
and improve human lifestyle by modulating the individual eating behaviors.
Translating human genome sequencing into medical therapies that will benefit individuals requires strategies
to handle large amounts of biological and medical data.

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
Ordovas JM, Ferguson LR, Tai ES, Mathers JC (2018). Personalised nutrition and health. BMJ, bmj2173.
Hasin Y, Seldin M, Lusis A (2017). Multi-omics approaches to disease. Genome Biology, 18(1).
Capozzi F, Bordoni A. Foodomics: a new comprehensive approach to food and nutrition. Genes Nutr. 2013;8(1):1-4.
Somdat M, Pathak Y (2016). Nutraceuticals and health: Review of human evidence. CRC.
Bigliardi B, Galati F (2013). Innovation trends in the food industry: The case of functional foods. Trends in Food Science and
Technology, Vol. 31 (2), 118-129.
Camp KM, Trujillo E (2014). Position of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics: Nutritional Genomics. Journal of the Academy
of Nutrition and Dietetics, 114(2), 299-312.
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NEW METHODS IN EDUCATION
AN ENGAGED AND HEALTHY CONSUMER
FOOD 2030: INNOVATION

From Living Labs to Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), from tailormade webinars to design-sprint hackathons, networks of actors from
academia, research, industry and civil society are developing innovative
opportunities to attract, develop and empower individuals to lead the
transformation of food systems of the future.
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
New models for education: The rise of personalised learning models, Do-It-Yourself opportunities, and
interactive learning experiences accounts for the variety of actors interested in learning about food systems.
Multi-stakeholder platforms and initiatives that bring together Higher Education Institutions, research and
training centres and food companies are increasingly offering cross-disciplinary programmes, MOOCs, Summer
Schools, and dedicated study programmes. Students and professionals can bridge fragmented skills and
knowledge of food systems and future entrepreneurs can learn how to investigate relevant case studies, and
initiate plans for joint business ventures, supply chain innovation and commercialisation.
Awareness of food systems: These emerging education opportunities focus on empowerment: raising
awareness of the required changes in the food systems and equipping key audiences with the knowledge, skills
and attitudes to play a role, in their own capacity, in food systems transformation. Education in food system
thinking allows key actors to understand the societal, environmental and economic demands arising from the
different food value chain sectors; identify the full range of intervention strategies available, ranging from
technologies and market development to social innovation and adaptive governance regimes; and evaluate the
interventions and leverage points where there is an established evidence base demonstrating the likely impact
of specific actions. Living Labs, linking citizens with policy makers, scientists, industry representatives and civil
society organisations, represent innovative examples of a new, hybrid format for competence-building in this
area.
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Innovation and entrepreneurial behaviour: Education providers are increasingly focusing on closing the gap
between scientific expertise in the agri-food sector and business skills relevant to reaching the market, so as to
enable the practical application of research models and the full absorption of disruptive ideas. Dynamic
partnerships between scientists and managers are at the core of the efforts to catalyse food entrepreneurship
as a channel to foster knowledge, innovation, and greater societal engagement. Hackathons, events designed
to help aspiring entrepreneurs find solutions to pressing challenges in the food system and meet like-minded
peers, are examples of new methods to promote and accelerate knowledge and innovation transfer between
research, business, and public authorities.
Guidance to Start Ups and SMEs, new models of collaboration and impact: New education methods allow
agri-food start-ups to benefit from Business Accelerators and Innovation initiatives, including through
mentoring programmes held in partnership with established companies and matching exercises with
businesses offering complementary services. Targeted training on innovation capabilities can help SMEs to
overcome existing skill gaps and thus unlock untapped market opportunities.

EXPECTED IMPACT
Innovation in education methods will enhance the public’s awareness, knowledge, and competences in food
systems, by reaching a larger and more diverse audience as compared to traditional, mono-disciplinary learning.
Empowered citizens will be able to increase the value perception of food and build a more balanced relationship
with industry and authorities across the food chain. Professionals in the agri-food business will gain the
necessary expertise to develop healthier products and enhance sustainability through resource stewardship.
Start-ups will increase their success rates through a better understanding of their market opportunities and
improvements in their business plans.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
o

o

o

The rise of flexible and distance learning methods in education cross-cuts education domains and is
producing an inflation of products on the market which increases the competition faced by services focusing
on food systems transformation.
As new education methods often rely on digital literacy and infrastructure such as ICT devices and internet
connections, their accessibility is limited to certain kind of users, which in turn influences the target groups
the new learning experiences are designed for.
The Covid-19 pandemic has provided a strong boost for experimental education methods and has triggered
a new interest in and appetite for learning on food systems and transformative action.

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
Briscoe G (2014). Digital Innovation: The hackathon phenomenon. Queen Mary University of London.
Domingo-Coscollola M, Arrazola-Carballo J, Sancho-Gil JM (2016). Do it yourself in education: Leadership for learning across physical and
virtual borders. International Journal of Educational Leadership and Management, 4(1), 5-29.
Littleljohn A & Hood N (2018). Reconceptualising Learning In the Digital Age. The [Un]democratising Potential of MOOCs. SpringerBriefs in
Education.
West J, Salter A, Vanhaverbeke W, Chesbrough H (2014). Open innovation: The next decade. Research Policy 43(5), 805-811.
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LOGISTICS – NEW SYSTEMS
THE TOOLS OF A FUTURE PROOF FOOD SYSTEM
FOOD 2030: CIRCULARITY, INNOVATION

A new way of transporting materials from one place to another globally
would change the way we understand trade and the acquisition of goods
in a rapid market. New logistical breakthroughs have the potential to
contribute to the transition towards more effective supply chains and
circular food systems.
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
The Physical Internet: The Physical Internet refers to a radically novel way of sustainable logistics, that could
replace the currently unsustainable and too often inefficient global practices of how physical objects are moved,
stored, supplied, and used. It draws inspiration from the digital internet to create a global logistical network with
high interconnectivity, goods enclosed in smart, eco-friendly, and modular containers, and distributed multisegmented intermodal transport. Such a smart but complex global system will be challenging to put in place but
has large implications for the logistical dimensions of food systems. It requires technological breakthroughs in
the design of infrastructure, container handling and transportation, supply chains modes as well as social
innovations that transform the practices involved in, for instance, (online) shopping, food delivery and
transportation.
Service "at the door at any time": The development that allows consumers to have food delivered to their door
at any time is already transforming our logistical practices. It involves the shift towards online shopping and
emerging food delivery services that deliver meals or food directly from farmers or supermarkets to citizens. It
has severe impacts on traditional ways of organizing catering, restaurants, and retail services. It presents many
different challenges and opportunities for rural and urban areas, for new entrepreneurs and more traditional
actors (restaurant owners, farmers, supermarkets). While it has the potential to support local and more
sustainable food supply chains and provide opportunities for consumers and businesses, it raises questions
about the position of vulnerable or marginalized communities and the market position of smaller companies
that have to adopt new technologies and practices rapidly to remain competitive.
fit4food2030.eu - #FOOD2030EU
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EXPECTED IMPACT
New logistical breakthroughs could potentially contribute to the transition towards local supply chains and
circular food systems. Such new and high-tech developments could radically change the practices and daily
routines of the actors involved in transportation, catering, retail, restaurants, and food production.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
o

o

o
o
o

o

Rapid developments in Artificial Intelligence and Big Data Analytics provide opportunities to innovate and
implement the technological elements of the Physical Internet, as well as provide a basis for further
developing of 'anytime doorstep delivery'.
Successfully developing the Physical Internet requires global collective action: harmonizing and
transforming legal procedures, contract laws, and protocols, as well as significant investments in renewed
infrastructures and technologies such as modular containers, distribution stations and information systems.
Consumer trends might further enhance the market opportunities for delivery services at the door.
Radical transformations could be at odds with interests of the incumbent logistics sector, and invoke
resistance from established actors and organizations.
Breakthroughs in logistics will also affect the way people in the transportation field live and work. While it
offers entrepreneurial opportunities in an emerging market, it might also negatively affect other actors that
see their livelihood threatened by such novel practices, such as truck drivers and retail workers.
The Covid-19 pandemic has accelerated developments towards food service delivery at the door, likely
contributing to the capacity of companies (and the broader food systems logistics) to transform towards
new logistical systems.

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
Montreuil, B. (2011). Toward a physical internet: Meeting the global logistics sustainability grand challenge. Logistics Research, 2(2-3), 7187.
Flint, D.J., Larsson, E., Gammelgaard, B. and Mentzer, J.T. (2005). Logistics innovation: A customer value oriented social process. Journal of
Business Logistics, 26(1), 113-147.
Mittal, A., Krejci, C. C., and Craven, T. J. (2018). Logistics best practices for regional food systems: A review. Sustainability, 10(1), 168.
Zhong, R. Y., Xu, C., Chen, C., and Huang, G. Q. (2017). Big data analytics for physical internet-based intelligent manufacturing shop floors.
International journal of Production Research, 55(9), 2610-2621.
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SMART TRACEABILITY IN THE FOOD
SUPPLY CHAIN
THE TOOLS OF A FUTURE PROOF FOOD SYSTEM
FOOD 2030: CIRCULARITY

In the food systems, traceability has become a critical element in supply
chain management as it is now considered as a new quality index in the
food. Innovation in the use of information and communication
technologies is required to provide transparency and trust through the
value chain.
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
Industry 4.0 – Digitalisation in food production: The term “Industry 4.0”, or the fourth industrial
revolution, refers to the use in industrial production of recent and often interconnected digital
technologies that enable new and more efficient processes, which in some cases yield new goods and
services. Digitization offers enormous potential for all steps in the food supply chain from food
production, packaging, food distribution to nutrition. It enables Blockchain technologies to trace the
whole food chain and ultimately provide information to consumers regarding the origin of the food
products, check the nutritional value or allergic risk of products as well as to check their own health
parameters to decide on their daily diets.
Blockchain technology for secure food supply chain: Blockchain technology stores data in blocks, in
chronological order, and due to what is considered a mathematical trapdoor, data stored in such a
way are impossible to alter or remove. Copies of the chain of blocks - hence the term blockchain - and
thereby the information, are distributed among the participants in the network. The copies of the
blockchain are then updated when a new block of information is added to the chain.
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EXPECTED IMPACT
Innovations like Blockchain will likely impact the way that food products are sourced, priced, and delivered. It
has the potential to monitor social and environmental responsibility, improve provenance information, facilitate
mobile payments, credits, and financing, decrease transaction fees, and facilitate real-time management of supply
chain transactions in a secure and trustworthy way. Indeed, quick tracing of food products to their source will
enhance food authenticity, transparency, and trust in the food value chain.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
o

The available data also creates opportunities for developing products and services based on intelligence.
For example, data can be used in predictive models to predict demand and/or success of a product by
making use of new insights about correlations and causalities. As a result, business models can change from
responsive to risk-based and predictive.

o

New business models will emerge with a wider use of smart traceability technologies. Blockchain solutions
can reduce market inefficiencies to create more value. Many inherent inefficiencies, such as food waste,
are considered a “cost of doing business,” but blockchain solutions can reduce total industry costs and
create new sources of value. New market entrants could offer “freshness management services,” and
“product-buyer matching.” These new business models, enabled by blockchain can potentially connect the
grocery value chain to a new, digitally defined industry-performance standard.

o

A main challenge to wider implementation of smart traceability technologies such as Blockchain remains
the complexity of the food systems. For a typical agricultural production site, implementing blockchain
technology requires a customized system and streamlined practices for data entry. Agricultural products
have various forms, storage methods, handling processes, and a variety of data recording methods. Thus
implementing blockchain in scale requires a great effort of customization, thus financial and human
resources.

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
http://lup.lub.lu.se/student-papers/record/8919957
https://www.newfoodmagazine.com/arti-cle/36978/blockchain-food/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/what-implications-blockchain-technology-agriculture-aidan-connolly/
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/consumer-business/us-consumer-emerging-blockchain-economy-forfood-061219.pdf
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A NOVEL APPROACH TO
BIOTECHNOLOGY
THE TOOLS OF A FUTURE PROOF FOOD SYSTEM
FOOD 2030: NUTRITION, CIRCULARITY, INNOVATION

Providing adequate nourishment to the growing world population is one of
the greatest challenges of this century. As a result, more research is being
dedicated to achieving global food security through common and new
tools and technologies. This brings also co-benefits to address challenges
in climate change and food safety issues. The development of
biotechnological tools on the knowledge of genome and its sequencing
and modification, opens the possibility of new applications and
implementations.
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
Current agricultural practices cannot cope with the increasing demand for food production. Innovative solutions
are required to increase productivity and nutritional quality, while ensuring sustainability and environmentally
friendly methods. Advancements in food biotechnology such as genetic engineering and sequencing have
allowed a big step forward, also in microbiome research and application. The multidisciplinary field of synthetic
biology has the potential to deliver novel agri-food applications. The EU defines synthetic biology as the
application of science, technology, and engineering to facilitate and accelerate the design, manufacture and/or
modification of genetic materials in living organisms (European Commission, 2014). Synthetic biology uses all
available technologies for genetic modification also in combination with mathematical modelling and
simulation, but in particular aims at faster and easier processes. Both microbiome and synthetic biology research
have emerged and became successful from the convergence of multiple disciplines.
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EXPECTED IMPACT
As microbiomes have a key role in human, plant, animal and, ultimately, planetary health, microbiome
technology has the potential to minimize the environmental footprint, sustainably increase the quality and
quantity of farm produce with less resource‐based inputs and to positively influence human health. Synthetic
biology approaches are expected to contribute substantially on improving agricultural productivity, food quality
and production, while ideally attaining a sustainable and cost-efficient practice (Roel & Zurbriggen, 2020).
Priority objectives of synthetic biology are to improve plant growth, increase crop yield also under difficult
conditions such as draught, increase nutritional value, reduce fertilizer usage, or enable photoautotrophic
production of pharmaceuticals, food ingredients or biofuels.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
Biotechnology, knowledge on microbiome and synthetic biology have enormous potential in our modern world,
for a wide spectrum of beneficial applications. These include amongst others
o
o
o
o
o

Improving food security by quickly engineering resistant plant types.
Bioremediation of polluted or contaminated soil and water.
Provision of secondary metabolites for nutraceutical, pharmaceutical and industrial purposes.
Use genome engineering of food microbes to increase the impact of food on microbes.
Increase human, animal, plant or soil health by microbial engineering or selection of beneficial microbes.

Risk issues have been raised in relation to human health, socioeconomic and ethical impacts especially when
genome engineering is applied. Public concerns address the uncertainties associated with the long-term impacts
on health and environment, including increased allergenicity, as has been the case with genetically modified
microorganisms or other novel foods. Novel applications may negatively impact existing supply chains, affecting
e.g. traditional producers of plants used for drug supply. Concerns about bioethical concerns have been raised
together with the potential for misuse of a technology, implying bioterrorism or bioterror.

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
European Commission (2014): Final opinion on Synthetic Biology I-III
https://ec.europa.eu/health/scientific_committees/emerging/opinions_en#others Jin, S; Clark, B; Kuznesof, S; Lin, X; Frewer, LJ (2019):
Synthetic biology applied in the agrifood sector: Public perceptions, attitudes and implications for future studies, Trends in Food Science &
Technology, 91, 454-466, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tifs.2019.07.025.
Roell, M-S; Zurbriggen, MD (2020): The impact of synthetic biology for future agriculture and nutrition, Current Opinion in Biotechnology,
61, 102-109, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.copbio.2019.10.004
Reski, R; Rybicki, E; Foster, G (2020): Editorial overview: Plant biotechnology, Current Opinion in Biotechnology, 61, iii-v,
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.copbio.2020.02.012.
Blenner, M; van Pijkeren, J-P (2020): Editorial overview: Food biotechnology, Current Opinion in Biotechnology, 61, vi-viii,
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.copbio.2020.02.011.
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FIT4FOOD2030
Towards FOOD 2030 – future-proofing the European food systems through Research & Innovation

INFORMATION AND
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES
(ICT) APPLIED TO FOOD SYSTEMS
THE TOOLS OF A FUTURE PROOF FOOD SYSTEM
FOOD 2030: INNOVATION

The XXI is living the advent of a digital revolution. The spread of mobiles
and similar portable technologies, mobile applications and the easy
access to the internet is changing social behaviour at a very fast pace.
This is affecting also the food system rapidly, where new applications and
implementation are being developed in several areas: new sensors,
Internet of things, Big data, Industry 4.0, robotics, augmented reality,
digital twins, and at the top of the digitalisation concept, artificial
intelligence (AI).
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
Full exploitation of big data: Data is the backbone of digitalisation; therefore much development is needed in
the food system to research how data is acquired, stored, processed, analysed and utilised. But also social
challenges arise: Transparency of data, integrity of data, validity of data, ownership of data and ethics.
Internet of Things (IoT): The IoT refers to the interconnectivity between machines and devises. Much of the
development in the sector depends on this factor, which still requires research for a full exploitation of digital
technologies.
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New sensors applied to multiple applications: Sensors are also critical for the acquisition of data. Great
developments are being advanced in smaller, resistant, and accurate sensors, which are the starting point for
many digital applications, including biosensors.
Digitalisation of industry: The so-called Factory 4.0, starts by integrating sensor technology, data management,
IoT, robotics, digital twins, and artificial technology for a more precise, efficient, and sustainable way of
producing. In the food sector, many challenges arise as the source are living materials with many changing
parameters, usually controlled by humans.
Robotics: Part of the greatest developments in some food sectors is due to advanced robots. Robots substitute
humans in tedious and repetitive jobs, frequently adding precision and speed.
Augmented reality and digital twins: These technologies allow for simulations in almost a real replica of a
process. It allows for a better use of resources, smaller times for development and better design.
Artificial intelligence (AI): Considered the paramount of digitalisation, it consists of creating algorithms that
allows advance and “intelligent” processes in machines. It is the next step in robotics and mechanisation of
processes, allowing for operations that not even humans could achieve.

EXPECTED IMPACT
Transversal to many sectors in the food system, from the efficiency of industrial processes to new business
models in the interaction with consumers, the ICT applications and digitalisation is an occurring breakthrough
in other sectors that is waiting its full development in the food agri-food sector. It affects the way food is
produced, processed, distributed, and consumed and it has an impact that reaches deep social, economic, and
environmental changes. Much technology has been developed in other sectors and is waiting for the right
maturity in the agri-food sector to achieve its full potential.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
o
o

o
o

Many technological advances are provided from other sectors and much of the effort in the agri-food
sector is depending on the development and implementation of such technologies.
There is a gap between the current skills and the needed skills in workers to adopt many new digital
technologies. The skills gap is both a barrier and an enabler, a barrier to the current workforce and
systems in place, but an opportunity to upgrade talents and to attract a younger generation.
There is an ongoing investment from the public and private sector in digitalisation, there is a political
will and a social preparedness to adopt many of the incoming innovation.
Environmental sustainability might also benefit from adoption of digitalisation, processes become more
efficient, there is an optimisation of resource uses, and there could be advances at citizen level, such
as a more coherent food waste management for example.

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
Iqval J, Khan ZH, Khalid A (2017). Prospects of robotics in food industry. Food Science and Technology 37(2), 159-165.
EIP Agri (2019). Shaping the digital (r)evolution in agriculture. https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/publications/eip-agri-brochureshaping-digital-revolution
ETP ManuFUTURE (2019). ManuFUTURE Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda. http://www.manufuture.org/strategic-researchagenda/strategic-research-and-innovation-agenda-sria/
European Commission (2017). Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, The Council, The European Economic
and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions. Building a European Data Economy. https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52017DC0009&qid=1502273159265&from=EN
European Commission (2018). Digital Transformation Scoreboard 2018. EU businesses go digital: Opportunities, outcomes, and uptake.
FAO (2020). Realizing the potential of digitalisation to improve the Agri-food system: Proposing a new international digital council for food
and agriculture. A concept note. http://www.fao.org/3/ca7485en/ca7485en.pdf
EFFAT and FoodDrinkEurope (2020). New professions and career paths in the food and drink industry: Delivering high-level food industry
skills in the digital economy. https://effat.org/food/effat-releases-the-final-report-on-the-joint-effat-fooddrinkeurope-project/
Venkataraman, H. (2019). The Digital Transformation of the Food Industry. Lux report.
WHO (2019). Digitalization, Food Safety and Trade. https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/resources/digitalization-food-safety-andtrade-en.pdf?sfvrsn=a11a03b8_2
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FOOD INDUSTRY 4.0 – NOVEL AND
EFFICIENT FOOD PROCESSING
THE TOOLS OF A FUTURE PROOF FOOD SYSTEM
FOOD 2030: NUTRITION, CIRCULARITY, INNOVATION

New approaches for sourcing, processing, and manufacturing systems for
foods and food ingredients are constantly on the rise. While several
sector-specific technologies are emerging, common goals across this
innovation area include reducing environmental impact and increasing
nutritional quality while maintaining food safety and the enjoyable
experience of consuming food.
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
Novel and efficient food processing includes all steps from cutting, fractionation and separation of agro- and
aqua resources, structuration and stabilization of new food structures and products, assembling of meals, and
home cooking. In all stages, new innovations have been taking place from cutting technologies (water-beam,
laser, ultrasound), fractionation, separation and extraction (dry bio-refineries, membranes, adsorption
technologies, electrostatic separation, hypercritical CO2), structuring (emulgation utilizing membranes,
microfluidisation, ultrasound), heating (super-heated steam, microwaves, induction, sous-vide, radiofrequency), ‘non-thermal and mild’ preservation (electromagnetic energy & pulsed electric fields, high pressure
treatment, reverse osmosis, cold plasma), filling (Aseptic filling, clean room tech, super cooling), and packaging
(see packaging breakthrough). For illustration, 'non thermal and mild' preservation technologies like high
pressure treatment are under development to maintain the fresh-like quality of pasteurized and sterilized food
as well as possible due to short and mild processing times while also reducing energy input during processing.
Dry biorefineries have a potential to separate and valorise the different fractions of resources already in the
agricultural production environment.
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The processing innovations have also been and will be fuelled by new developments in digitalization &
robotisation & 3D-printing (Personalisation, Mass production, DIY), nanotechnologies (new formulations, new
applications, novel packaging, novel foods, policies applied), system thinking (low input technologies, feedback
and feedforward controls, novel sensing methods, etc.), new ways of producing resources (e.g. via organic
production, agro-ecological principles, urban or coastal farming and so on) and of consumption practices (e.g.
consumer attitudes towards products and technologies, participatory actions, new food preparation schemes,
food cultural heritage, etc.).

EXPECTED IMPACT
There have been numerous innovations in the food processing technologies in recent times, many of which are
sector specific. In general terms, the Food industry 4.0 strives to provide more efficient processes in productivity,
energy and water consumption, innovative processes targeted for a wider variety of foods including traditional
foods, more environmentally sustainable processes and less production of waste, or products of higher
nutritional quality and targeted meal compositions. In many cases it also implies higher productivity or lower
production costs. It should be noted that such considerations should go hand in hand with the notion of
maintaining as well as possible the naturally rich and diverse quality characteristics of resources, hence without
artificial interventions or over-dimensioned manufacturing steps.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
o
o
o

o

o
o

All processing equipment’s that require les inputs and avoid losses are supporting more eco-friendly
manufacturing.
Highly flexible technologies that can be used for either delocalization and scaling of processing (in the field,
at home) or in the time.
Reverse engineering tools that will use as starting point for manufacturing the consumer preferences and
needs. Also new participatory co-creation pathways can be elaborated on which brings producers and
consumers closer together.
Digitalization of processing, utilization of artificial intelligence in order to help actors in making
environmentally best choices and in steering manufacturing processes in time, and to help consumers to
get insights in food processing; this is a typical cross-sector operation.
Food fermentation technologies due to increasing insights in microbiology that permit to develop new
healthy and sustainable products.
Revival of artisanal and local food processing schemes that enhances the richness of the European Food
Culture and all its actors.

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
Barba FJ, Koubaa M, do Prado-Silva L, Orlien V, Sant’Ana A de S (2017). Mild processing applied to the inactivation of the main foodborne
bacterial pathogens: A review. Trends in Food Science & Technology, 66, 20-35.
de Vries, H., Axelos, M., Sarni-Manchado, P. & O'Donohue, M. Meeting new challenges in food science technology: the development of
complex systems approach for food and biobased research. Innovative Food Science and Emerging Technologies 46, 1-6 (2018)
EFFoST (2019) https://www.effost.org/insights/publications/public+documents/handlerdownloadfiles.ashx?idnv=1499688
Fryer PJ, Versteeg C (2008). Procesing technology innovation in the food industry. Innovation 10 (1), 74-90.
Gupta N, Fischer ARH, Van der Lans IA, Frewer LJ (2012). Factors influencing societal response of nanotechnology: an expert stakeholder
analysis. Journal of Nanoparticle Research 14(5):1-15.
Handford CE, Dean M, Spence M, Henchion M, Elliott CT, Campbell K (2014). Nanotechnology in the agri-food industry on the island of
Ireland: applications, opportunities, and challenges.
Iqval J, Khan ZH, Khalid A (2017). Prospects of robotics in food industry. Food Science and Technology 37(2), 159-165.
Knorr, D., Khoo, C.S.H. & Augustin, M.A. Food for an Urban Planet: Challenges and Research Opportunities. Front. Nutr. 4:73. (2018)
Sun J, Zhou W, Huang D et al. (2015). An overview of 3D printing technologies for food fabrication. Food and Bioprocess Technology
8:1605-1615.
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SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING
THE TOOLS OF A FUTURE PROOF FOOD SYSTEM
FOOD 2030: CLIMATE, CIRCULARITY

Sustainable packaging optimises the use of recycled and renewable
materials to minimise its ecological footprint and environmental impact. It
has to be beneficial and safe for consumers, maximise efficiency,
minimise waste generation, and meet market criteria for both performance
and cost.
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
New materials: Besides polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and polypropylene, chitosan and
polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs) are being used as polymers to substitute conventional biodegradable plastics for
the packaging industry. The so-called Intelligent Packaging (consisting of materials that monitor food conditions
and/or the surrounding environment where food packages are stored) is also gaining relevance in the packaging
scenario.
Biodegradable materials: There are fully recyclable plant-based materials available from food side-streams such
as sugar cane, maize, corn, mushroom roots, seaweed agar, potato starch, cellulose pulp, palm leaf, and
beeswax. In addition, some original innovations put in place are organic packages from agro-industrial by
products that are re-usable (e.g. compostable food packages containing seeds to be planted) or even edible (e.g.
packages made of nuts, dried fruits and seeds).
New recycling methods: Some innovations in the field of polymer recycling are solvent extraction, the
conversion of plastic into fuel (using mixed polymer waste that are otherwise difficult to recycle) and
depolymerisation, where the polymer is broken down into raw materials or useful chemical intermediates.
Anaerobic digestion is an innovative form of recycling that decomposes organic material and turns it into energy.
Reduction of package: Several steps are being made to minimize packaging volume and weight, including
product/packaging ratio, remove unnecessary components or layers (e.g. turning plastic pasta/baked goods
bags into recycled paper ones), without sacrificing products’ safety. One of the most innovative packaging
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solutions are the “disappearing” ones, designed in a way for which products are assembled so that they do not
need packaging at all, or the box where they are contained can be water-soluble.
New models in the food system: Design thinking is now emerging in the packaging field to elaborate innovative
food packaging systems that minimise the use of resources, while being in harmony with shelf life and
distribution conditions, as well as consumer food purchase and consumption behaviour.

EXPECTED IMPACT
Higher sustainability of the food system, less environmental impact, better use of resources and waste streams.
More sustainable food packaging can improve food safety by reducing bacterial contamination, prolonging shelf
life, ensuring convenience in food distribution and handling.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
o
o
o
o

o

The spread of e-commerce could place a focus on increased packaging requirements.
Retailers could require ever-longer shelf lives for food products, which could create more niches for smart
sustainable packaging technologies.
Data protection remains a delicate challenge to be faced when consumer behaviour and purchasing habits
are concerned.
Developing sustainable packaging is a multidisciplinary challenge, integrating the packaging industry,
logistics, retailers, and primary producers; therefore, a systemic and collaborative approach is required to
reach the sustainability goal.
Consumers and society at large may have different and conflicting conceptions of what is considered
sustainable in terms of packaging; thus, finding the appropriate trade-off represents a challenge itself.

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
Han JH (2014). Innovations in Food Packaging. Academic Press.
Wyrwa, J and Barska, A. Innovations in the food packaging market: active packaging. European Food Research and Technology (2017)
Vanderros et al. (2014) Intelligent food packaging: The next generation. Trends in Food Science & Technology
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DIVERSITY IN THE DIET
THE TOOLS OF A FUTURE PROOF FOOD SYSTEM
FOOD 2030: NUTRITION, CLIMATE, CIRCULARITY, INNOVATION

One of the key challenges for future food security is meeting the demands
for sustainable sourcing of food whilst a demographic increase is
expected. One way to obtain food is to increase the diversity of food
sources using new raw materials, examples of this are new harvests of
high productivity/low environmental impact such as marine sources
(algae) and insects. Other ways might be the fermentation of side-streams
or cultivating animal cells in a laboratory.
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
New sources not fully exploited: There are diverse varieties of animal, plant and fungi species not fully exploited.
One example could be the use of legumes, which some cultures use in their daily diets. There is still space for
full exploitation of such already available sources. Also, the food production and processing produce large
quantities of unused side-streams which frequently end composted or combusted. Those could be converted to
food using fermentation processes using biotechnology, novel fungi, food bacteria and yeasts or using refining
processes.
Full exploitation of marine resources: The sea provides algae, seaweed and krill which are produced in
abundance with a low impact in the environment. Harvesting those resources in a controlled manner and
working with consumer for acceptance of many of these resources could provide new raw materials with a low
environmental impact.
Full exploitation of insects: The non-cordate phyla of arthropods, which includes insects, crustaceans,
myriapods, and others, are a good source of protein. They provide very fast protein production under
supposedly low environmental costs. Although used by some cultures, they are not mainstream. The consumer
acceptance, environmental impact, and food safety are still challenging in this research.
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Cultured meat and cellular aquaculture: Cultured meat is the name of laboratory meat, or in-vitro cell culture.
Animal cells that are replicated through a laboratory process. Theoretically, there is less environmental impact
and no issues of animal welfare. Large investments are already ongoing on those technologies, but consumer
acceptance and sustainability parameters are still under research.

EXPECTED IMPACT
Exploring new raw materials allows a higher diversity on use of resources, technological applications, and health
impact on consumers. The use of lower organisms can provide higher efficiency in food production whilst
reducing the use of higher organisms that contribute largely to the water use, land use and loss of biodiversity.
The use of side-streams increases the efficiency of the overall food systems value chain. Additionally, the
research on new raw materials opens a new market to consumers, new nutrients to explore, provides new
sources of jobs and increases the resilience of the food system towards food security. It also provides diversity
into the diets of consumers, providing ground for healthier diets as well as increase food security.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
o
o
o

o
o

o

Exploring new resources provides resilience to the food system.
Often, some of these new raw materials provides less environmental burden to the production and
processing, reducing the environmental footprint.
It opens the opportunity to new markets and business models, but sometimes it replaces other markets
(e.g. cultured meat vs. cattle production). Therefore this could be seen both as an opportunity and a
challenge
It provides the opportunity to open the door to new nutrients and sensorial properties to the diet.
Consumer acceptance and cultural changes might be a challenge in most of the cases. There are challenges
in the current consumer perception of this new sources, but also in the uptake of future generations of
some of the described concepts.
Some of these new raw materials require further research to overcome issues such as food allergies in
insects, efficiency in cultured meat or legislation and labelling to be applied to the final products.

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
ETP Food for Life (2016) Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda. http://etp.fooddrinkeurope.eu/news-andpublications/publications.html
Hafting J.T., Cornish M.L., Deveau A., Critchley A.T. (2015) Marine Algae: Gathered Resource to Global Food Industry. In: Sahoo D., Seckbach
J. (eds) The Algae World. Cellular Origin, Life in Extreme Habitats and Astrobiology, vol 26. Springer, Dordrecht
Post MJ & Hocquette JF (2017). New sources of animal proteins: cultured meat. New Aspects of Meat Quality. Amsterdam, The Netherlands:
Elsevier
Van Huis A (2013). Potential of insects as food and feed in assuring food security. Annual Review of Entomology, 58(1), 563-583.
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THE GLOBAL FOOD ANALYSIS
THE TOOLS OF A FUTURE PROOF FOOD SYSTEM
FOOD 2030: INNOVATION

The robustness of the scientific data is the basis for the risk assessment
of chemical (toxicological) and microbial contaminants. The rapid
expansion of scientific and technological advances could allow faster and
more specific methods increasing decision making but also meeting the
societal demands on reducing animal testing.
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
The rapid advances in science, particularly in genomics and epigenetics (the science that deals with the study of
genomes and the translation into phenotypes, the expression of gens) and the advances in technology, such as
the analytical equipment (e.g. spectroscopy), computational toxicology, bioinformatics and the emergence of
Big Data, allows to a new era of food analysis for quality and safety. These new technologies allow the
development of:





Technologies for analysis that are rapid, exact, low cost or non-destructive of samples (e.g. allergen
detectors).
Methodologies for higher traceability and fraud detection.
Systems for the identification of potential targets for preservation.
Better modelling for higher accuracy on the potential shelf-life of products (i.e. increasing food security
and reducing food waste).

In addition, it could be aspired to reach the demand from the society on reducing animal tests for the safety
assessment of ingredients and foods.

EXPECTED IMPACT
The food analysis methodologies applied in Europe are advanced, allowing one of the best food safety and
quality systems of the world. Nevertheless, the evolvement of new technologies in the sector can launch a new
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era of rapid, unambiguous, low cost, robust and sustainable food analysis and risk assessment that can improve
the way we process, storage, transport and consume food. From the traceability of the ingredients or the rapid
detection of allergens to the increase of the self-life of products (reducing food waste) or reduction of animal
testing in food risk assessment.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
o
o
o
o

Accurate food safety and quality is a must for the development of the UN Sustainable development goals
and the sustainability of the food system, including food security.
There is already science and technology available that requires further development and application.
Targeted R&I investments and support are needed to achieve the full potential of these new technologies.
The global differences on the management of food safety and quality is a challenge to overcome.
Homogenisation of regulation and availability of resources is needed for a world of international trade.
Communication in food safety and risk assessment towards consumers, the management of social media,
and education in the topic is a challenge with an opportunity for improvement to gain citizen’s trust.

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
Aung, M. M., & Chang, Y. S. (2014). Traceability in a food supply chain: Safety and quality perspectives. Food Control, 39, 172–184.
ETP Food for Life (2016) Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda. http://etp.fooddrinkeurope.eu/news-andpublications/publications.html
King, T., Cole, M., Farber, J. M., Eisenbrand, G., Zabaras, D., Fox, E. M., & Hill, J. P. (2017). Food safety for food security: Relationship
between global megatrends and developments in food safety. Trends in Food Science & Technology, 68, 160–175.
Pulkrabová, J., Tomaniová, M., Nielen, M., Hajšlová J. (2019). 9th International Symposium on recent advances in food analysis (RAFA2019).
http://www.rafa2019.eu/pdf/RAFA2019_BoA_web.pdf
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CIRCULARITY IN FOOD SYSTEMS
A SUSTAINABLE AND DYNAMIC VALUE-BASED FOOD SYSTEM
FOOD 2030: CIRCULARITY

The shift from linear processing and consumption of products to a
sustainable economy which is regenerative by design requires disruptive
innovation to allow for reduced fossil fuel use and food waste, enhanced
resource use efficiency and an increased rate of recycling with the aim to
retain as much value as possible all across the food supply chain.
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
Reduction of waste: By using innovative technology and AI to measure the scale and incidence of their food
waste, aware and organised consumers as well as food service providers can take action by adjusting levels or
purchase and establishing networks of food donations and exchange. Innovative solutions are also crucial to
reduce post-harvest food loss and extend the life of fresh products, for example through the use of sun-powered
climatized stocking sites that protect perishable crops or producing resistant, bio-degradable packages
enhancing vegetables’ resistance.
New uses of waste: Wilting produce can be used in soups, as well as ripe fruit in fresh smoothies. New
techniques allow to convert food scraps into organic fertilizer, compostable bioplastics, biofuels, and renewable
energy. As landfills run out of space, an increasing number of towns are diverting food waste to compost
facilities, using the end product to restore depleted soil.
New recycling business models: An increasing number of start-ups is successfully making a business out of food
waste conversion into renewable energy and other products through a biological process called anaerobic
digestion. Innovative companies are integrating worms and larvae in their economic cycles, so as to produce
animal feed and organic fertilisers from waste. Entrepreneurs in areas such as coffee and beer brewing are
adding new services to their core businesses, such as the production of organic mushrooms from coffee grains
and energy bars from spent cereals.
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New structure in food system: Innovative solutions designed at the consumer and producer/processer/retailer
levels require an enabling regulatory environment to produce large-scale positive effects. Policies can make use
of incentives, regulation, and coordination to address the effects of action against food waste on winners and
losers, for example by ensuring to compensate excessive costs for the transition in specific parts of the food
chain. Food waste reduction priorities are also increasingly integrated into cross-sectorial policies, for example
through legislation adding food waste to the list of mandatory recyclables.

EXPECTED IMPACT
Circularity holds the potential to change the food production, processing, and consumption patterns. In the
social domain, circular economy can stimulate growth in high-skilled employment and job creation in areas
where unemployment is high. In the economic domain, it can provide new business investment opportunities
and produce a positive impact on GDP. Regarding the environment, circularity in food systems can lead to
reduced extraction and use of natural resources, decreased GHG emissions and primary material consumption,
reduced land-use and fresh water use savings.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
o
o
o
o
o

Financial institutions have the opportunity to provide innovative loan packages to smallholder farmers,
while the latter can benefit from low interest rates thanks to public incentives.
Waste management enterprises can expand their activities so as to incorporate reuse of material into
their core business models.
Lack of infrastructure, expertise and/or collaboration throughout the food chain can hinder absorption of
innovative practices at the system level.
The market share held by circular business models is limited. For example, food start-ups circular services
are often confronted with a lack of real market demand in the absence of anti-food waste regulation.
Status quo biases that are still inherent in investments and consumer behaviour can slow down the
implementation of circular business models.

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2019), Cities and Circular Economy for Food.
Flanangan K et al (2019), Reducing Food Loss and Waste. World Resources Institute.
Geislar S (2020), Quantifying Food Waste. Routledge Handbook of Food Waste, 255-268.
Schanes K (2018), Food Waste Matters - A Systematic Review of Household Food Waste Practices and Their Policy Implications. Journal of
Cleaner Production, (1)978-991.
XU F et al (2018), Anaerobic Digestion of Food Waste – Challenges and Opportunities. Bioresource Technology, (247)1047-1058
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EFFICIENT USE OF RESOURCES
A SUSTAINABLE AND DYNAMIC VALUE-BASED FOOD SYSTEM
FOOD 2030: CIRCULARITY

Optimisation of our processes from agricultural input up to consumer
behaviour is relevant for the overall sustainability of the food system. Such
optimisation does not necessarily require further intensification of
production, but rather involves significant reconfiguration of many different
dominant practices and structures that constitute our food systems.
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
Efficient use of water: global agricultural production currently uses about 70% of the world fresh water supply.
Optimizing and transforming the way water is used in food systems requires technological innovations reducing
water losses as well as optimizing irrigation and food processing, but also transformative interventions that
address water scarcity in vulnerable areas, innovations and interventions that reduce and prevent water
pollution, as well as new farming (management) methods that lead to more resilient soils and production
systems, and enhance adaptivity and sustainability of the food-water-energy nexus.
Efficient use of land: increasing demand for food has led to increasing pressure on and competition for land.
Optimizing and balancing land-use activities is a critical topic in the transformation of food systems. Efficient
land-use can be achieved through (high-tech) innovations (increasing crop yields, vertical farming) that lead to
more efficient production, but not necessarily requires intensification of agricultural practices. Instead, moving
away from monocultural production and intensive livestock farming, but increasing crop diversity and
implementing new innovative practices that combine land-use functionalities (such as agroecology,
conservation agriculture, integrated crop-livestock systems and urban agriculture) might pave the way for
transformations towards more local, (bio)diverse and resilient food systems.
Efficient use of nutrients: current nutrition efficiency in food systems is hampered by ineffective and large-scale
use of fertilizers (in monocultural production) including the adverse effects of this usage on the environment,
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and large quantities of food waste throughout the value chains. Innovations and interventions are required that
enhance nutrient circularity (in particular in nitrogen and phosphorus cycles), improved livestock and manure
management as well as innovations that reduce food waste throughout the value chain. Efficient use of nutrients
could be further enhanced through the transition towards plant-based diets, thereby also accommodating more
efficient usage of water and land.
Efficient use of energy: more efficient energy use in food systems could be achieved through optimizing energy
use throughout the entire value chain. This means for instance moving towards the use and scaling-up of
sustainable and renewable energy sources in food production, but also redesigning and innovating industrial
food processing. Furthermore, it requires the optimization of logistical processes, which includes experimenting
and innovating towards shorter supply chains and local food systems in order to reduce carbon emissions.

EXPECTED IMPACT
Optimisation of our processes from agricultural input up to consumer behaviour is relevant for the overall
sustainability of the food system. The impact on the way we produce, process, distribute and consume food will
therefore be very significant, as well as the impact such reconfiguration will have on biodiversity, climate change,
human health, and economies and societies more broadly.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
o
o
o
o

o

Increasing awareness of the need to protect the environment, enhance soil quality, reduce pollution, and
restore biodiversity is an opportunity to reconsider current land, water, nutrient and energy use practices.
(Local) governments are increasingly facilitating experimenting with non-conventional production methods
that aim to alter land and water use practices and move towards local supply chains.
Further optimization of water use in agricultural production might technologically be challenging.
Lack of infrastructure, expertise and/or collaboration throughout the food chain can hinder absorption of
innovative practices at the system level, while incumbent actors and institutions might seriously hinder the
uptake of radically novel practices.
More institutional and financial support is needed to engage and facilitate farmers in the uptake and
upscaling of novel innovations that might lead to optimization of land, water, nutrient and energy use.

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
Willett, W., Rockström, J., Loken, B., Springmann, M., Lang, T., Vermeulen, S., ... & Jonell, M. (2019). Food in the Anthropocene: the
EAT–Lancet Commission on healthy diets from sustainable food systems. The Lancet, 393(10170), 447-492.
FABLE (2019). Pathways to Sustainable Land-Use and Food Systems. 2019 Report of the FABLE Consortium. Laxenburg and Paris.
FAO (2017). Water for Sustainable Food and Agriculture: A report produced for the G20 Presidency of Germany. Rome.
Alexander, P., Brown, C., Arneth, A., Finnigan, J., Moran, D., & Rounsevell, M. D. (2017). Losses, inefficiencies, and waste in the global
food system. Agricultural systems, 153, 190-200.
UNEP (2016). Food Systems and Natural Resources. A Report of the Working Group on Food Systems of the International Resource Panel.
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). Westhoek, H., J. Ingram, S. van Berkum, L. Özay, and M. Hajer
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FOOD FOR SOCIETY
A SUSTAINABLE AND DYNAMIC VALUE-BASED FOOD SYSTEM
FOOD 2030: CIRCULARITY, INNOVATION

Access to safe, nutritious, affordable, and sufficient food is key to provide
rural and urban communities with good health, sustainable jobs, and selffulfilment. To achieve food & nutrition security (FNS), it is necessary to
tackle global challenges such as population growth, resource scarcity and
urbanization by making food systems sustainable, resilient, diverse,
inclusive, and competitive for the benefit of society.
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
Community driven social innovations: Climate change, global trade unbalances and the related ensuing food
insecurity are affecting specific societal groups differently. Local communities are reacting faster to the specific
challenges needs and vulnerable groups are confronted with as compared to other levels of governance. In
Europe, communities are fostering social innovation through citizen participation to research, City Labs, and
citizen science, as well as agricultural practices such as urban cropping, urban keeping, and CommunitySupported Agriculture.
Green public procurement: Public authorities are major consumers largely participating to and influencing the
shaping of market practices and norms in the food systems. Green public procurement - focusing on the
provision of nutritious and sustainable meals for schools, hospitals, elderly people residences and public
administrations’ canteens – can help stimulate a critical mass of demand for more sustainable goods and services
which otherwise would be difficult to get onto the market.
Social entrepreneurship: Many entrepreneurs are adapting their business models to the changing policy
landscape and consumers’ preferences to reflect an increasing concern for health, social and environmental
considerations. Social enterprises focus on food as a public good, instead of solely considering profit, thus
incorporating issues such as fair trade, reduction of waste and fair treatment of laborers into their models.
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Awareness of waste in social context: While reducing food waste is of great interest to the vast majority of food
systems' actors, Europe is starting to realise the scale of the problem and its economic and environmental
impacts. Increasing awareness and modifying certain beliefs related to the size of portions, colour and aspect of
food is needed to reduce the amount of waste that is produced in restaurants, schools and, more significantly,
households. Innovative initiatives include communication campaigns aimed at overcoming the stigma of use of
leftovers in the kitchen, cooking workshops on how to convert wilted vegetables into soups and smoothies,
creation of apps and database fostering donation of edible fractions to social services or use to produce biofuels or biopolymers.
Trade and consumption norms: The influence of the advertising industry has long encouraged producers,
processers, retailers, and consumers across the supply chain to select or discard food solely upon considerations
on its aspect and shape. The urgent shift towards imperfect or less processed food as a more ‘natural’ option
bears potential to gradually push the market to value food for its nutrition properties. The awareness of ecosocial and environmental impact is increasingly leading to rethinking trade and consumption norms, thus having
a positive effect on citizens’ health and wellbeing, as well as the amount of production of waste.
Traditions & Do It Yourself (DIY): Consumers show increasing interest in products that are perceived to align as
closely as possible with their own traditional cultures. Reacting to the loss of trust in the food industry,
consumers are gradually resorting to DYI as a way to access food which values sustainability, authenticity, ethics
ad that satisfies emotional and social needs.

EXPECTED IMPACT
The development, diffusion and use of innovation towards food systems transformation occur within the society
and in interaction with social relations, practices, norms, and values. As systemic change invariably produces
winners and losers, public authorities will need to ensure that innovation in the food system is environmentally
sustainable, as well as socially and economically just and safe, especially with regard to the most vulnerable
social groups. This may be achieved by reorganising innovation as a social and collective learning process with
the purpose of the co-design and implementation of solutions to common grand challenges and the ultimate
objective to improve society through the provision of a fundamental public good such as safe, nutritious and
affordable food.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES
o
o
o
o

o

Vested interests across the supply chain and institutional resistance to systemic change may hinder the
absorption of social innovations by the Single Market
Structural limitations to Green Public Procurement linked to the small size of public authorities at the local
and national levels can be overcome by the support of European initiatives
While market opportunities exist for social entrepreneurs, innovative start-ups are often driven out of the
market by a lack of sufficient demand for their services
The raise of home-cooking due to anti-Covid-19 lockdown measures taken by many governments represents
an excellent opportunity to mainstream DIY practices and build a more conscious relationship between food
production, processing, and consumption.
Ensuring hygiene and safety of food waste recovery e.g. when donating edible fractions or in DIY products

EXAMPLE REFERENCES
Brulotte RL, Giovine MA (2016). Edible identities: Food as cultural heritage. Routledge.
Capdevilla I (2015). How can city labs enhance the citizens’ motivation in different types of innovation activities?, Social Informatics, 64-71.
De Bernardi P, Azucar D (2019). Innovation in Food Ecosystems: Entrepreneurship for a Sustainable Future. Springer Nature.
Domingo-Coscollola M, Arrazola-Carballo J, Sancho-Gil JM (2016). Do it yourself in education: Leadership for learning across physical and
virtual borders. International Journal of Educational Leadership and Management, 4(1), 5-29.
Lundberg S, Marklund P-O (2018). Green public procurement and multiple environmental objectives. Economia e Politica Industriale, (45)37–
53.
Stancu V et al (2016). Determinants of consumer food waste behaviour: Two routes to food waste. Appetite, (96)7-17.
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POLICY

(AND

MANAGEMENT)
WITHIN THE FOOD SYSTEM
A SUSTAINABLE AND DYNAMIC VALUE-BASED FOOD SYSTEM
FOOD 2030: INNOVATION

Since
SPECIFIC R&I BREAKTHROUGH TOPICS
Applying Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI): The principles of RRI imply that societal actors
(researchers, citizens, policy makers, business, third sector organizations, etc.) work together during the whole
research and innovation process in order to better align both the process and its outcomes with the values,
needs and expectations of society. RRI guides research performing and funding organizations as well as other
stakeholders (policy, society, industry) in anticipating the implications of their work, including relevant
stakeholders upstream, and reflecting and responding to those stakeholders’ concerns and expectations. In this
way, co-design, and co-responsibility for the outcomes of research and innovation can be facilitated, increasing
societal uptake and acceptability of research and innovation. While the food systems approach strives to provide
a comprehensive understanding of food production, consumption and environmental drivers, it is yet less well
equipped to shed light on the role of actors, knowledge and power in transformation processes and on the
divergent impacts and outcomes of these processes for different actors.
Regional aspects of food system: The role of citizen participation in food system policy making as a key driver is
a recognition that solutions to complex challenges in the food system need the active participation of citizens
to drive positive change. To achieve this, it is crucial to give citizens the agency in processes of designing policy
interventions. Examples of such participatory approaches are local food (policy) councils or citizen assemblies
(Doherty et al., 2020). Local and regional innovations in food system governance include food (policy) councils
or partnerships—also called local food policy groups (Santo, 2019). There is a widely recognized need to step up
the alignment between research and innovation policies at the European, national, regional, and local levels.
For wider impact, additional alignment challenges need to be addressed within the realm of R&I policy (i.e.
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multiple sectoral and transversal R&I policies), between (multiple) R&I policies and (multiple) sector policies,
and between R&I policy & society (i.e. multiple stakeholder values and expectations).
Impact of Research and Innovation: There is vital potential in research to inform new policy that encapsulates
societal sustainability through RRI into food systems thinking (e.g. through mission-oriented innovation
systems). This potential relates to supporting policy challenges such as: (1) constructing a resonating policy
frame, (ii) formulating policy goals, (iii) involving relevant sectors and levels, (iv) the question of what constitutes
optimal policy integration, and (v) designing a consistent mix of policy instruments. Formulating answers to
these challenges will enable policymakers and stakeholders to envision the next steps in concretizing integrated
food policy (Candel & Pereira 2017). Including RRI perspectives into funding calls and projects refers to research
performers and research funders. For researchers, this involves quality criteria for effective integration of RRI
perspectives in research and innovation projects. For funders, it involves operationalizing RRI as assessment
criteria and key performance indicators in (i) the agenda-setting for programs and projects; (ii) the definition of
calls and guidance for applicants; (iii) the review process and grant agreements; (iv) monitoring processes and
(v) impact evaluation (source).
Improving the R&I Network: Changes in government policies call for action to build new partnerships and
coalitions around holistic transformation agendas. Broader and deeper stakeholder engagement is necessary,
including above mentioned citizen-led initiatives but also business-driven approaches for transformative change
– integrated value chains, production, and consumption (e.g. circularity).
Higher implementation of knowledge: Existing best practices in food system transformation have the
potential for scaling up and out.

EXPECTED IMPACT
Increased public-private collaboration will lead to realizing higher implementation of knowledge and better
measurements of impact. Better integrated and holistic approaches.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES


To complete
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